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2018 CAA Hong Kong Pairs Finals Day

Winners John Fitzgerald & Chris Ewer (Presenter Ian Jackson)
The Finals of the CAA Hong Kong Pairs took place at Almeria Lawn Bowls Club on Friday 8th June,
sixteen pairs entered and were drawn into two groups, each playing seven games over eighteen ends. The
finalists were the top pair in A and B group and the best runners up in A and B group to play for third and
fourth place
Group A was won by Almeria pair, John Fitzgerald and Chris Ewer with the pair from Zurgena, Keith Porter
and Adrian Davies runner up. Group B was won by another Almeria pair, John and Linda Burgess with Colin
Rowling and Brian Firth coming in as runners up.
In the Final John Fitzgerald and Chris Ewer started strongly and did not allow John and Linda Burgess time
to settle, although playing well, they conceded on the seventeenth end
The Runners up competition was a little closer with Keith Porter and Adrian Davies some of our new
bowlers from our latest club going ahead on the eighth end 8-3, then the more experienced pair from
Cabrera, Colin Rowling and Brian Firth hit back on the next two ends scoring 2 and 4 shots going ahead 9-8.
Keith and Adrian levelled on the next end and then continued to pressurise Colin and Brian winning
comfortable 19-12.
On completion, the Delegada thanked the club for hosting the final, Ian Jackson, one of our new Umpires,
for officiating and as the coordinator of the competition for running it with great efficiency.
Ian as the coordinator then presented the trophy to the winners John Fitzgerald and Chris Ewer of ALBC.
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